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Question:49
A customer wants to expose existing content from AEM to other applications.
What solution should the Architect recommend to meet this requirement?
A. Use the metadata export pool
B. Use the AEM Data Services interface
C. Use Content Services
D. Create a custom data importer service
Answer: C
Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-learn/getting-started-with-aem-headless/chapter7.html

Question: 50
Which option should an Architect recommend to integrate Adobe Analytics with the AEM Author instance?
A. Adobe Analytics SDK
B. Adobe Analytics Cloud Configuration
C. Adobe Launch
D. Dynamic Tag Management (DTM)

Answer: D
Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-manager/using/integrate-digital-marketing-solutions.html

Question: 51
A customer with an international website has authors all over the world who work on content. Each day, a high amount of
content changes are done through page editing, workflows, and translations.
Performance of the AEM Author starts off fine but degrades over time. Monitoring shows the available disk space is steadily
decreasing. A health check shows that the daily maintenance jobs did not finish.
What two actions should the Architect do to resolve the issue? (Choose two.)
A. Run version and workflow purging
B. Recommend running offline Tar compaction
C. Recommend running online Tar compaction
D. Extend the daily window for online revision cleanup
E. Increase the allocated memory to AEM

Answer: CE

Question: 52
How does AEM provide the page model to a Single Page Application (SPA)
A. The SPA requests the HTML from AEM usimg HTL or JSP
B. The SPA requests the structure through the DOM
C. The SPA requests the page model from the Content Services.
D. The SPA page model is provided in client libraries.

Answer: C
Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/developing/headless/spas/spa-overview.html

Question: 53

A large digital agency has 10 TB of assets in their DAM where renditions for each Asset must be created without affecting
performance for the authors.
Which capability should the Architect recommend to meet the requirements?
A. Create AEM multi-threaded workflow
B. Use AEM Asset Offloading
C. Update dispatcher configuration to cache Assets
D. Reduce the number of AEM Asset versions

Answer: B

Question: 54
A client currently licenses AEM, Abode Target, and Adobe Analytics.
The client wants to increase organizational efficiencies by enabling content producers to have the ability to create personalized
experiences in AEM. They want the results to be captured in Adobe Analytics.
Which implementation strategy should the Architect recommend?
A. Configure a replication agent that points to Adobe Target and use Adobe Launch for Analytics tags on the AEM
Site
B. Place Adobe Target and Analytics tags onto your AEM Site
C. Place Analytics tags on your AEM Site and the Visual Experience Composer in Target
D. Use Targeting Mode in AEM and use Analytics for Target (A4T) as the reporting source.

Answer: C
Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/target/using/experiences/offers/aem-experience-fragments.html

Question: 55
A client’s marketing pages are generally slow to load which is causing a significant drop in sales. All other AEM pages load
within expected performance guidelines regardless of whether the visitor is being served the desktop or mobile experiences.
The marketing pages typically get slower when multiple external campaigns such as Facebook or AdWords drive traffic to those
pages. The page performance tends to dip during high traffic periods Internal campaign clicks such as those from hero images
use similar campaign codes as external campaign traffic.
What should the Architect do to resolve this issue?
A. Convert the marketing pages to a responsive design instead of an adaptive design
B. Set AEM to use GZIP compression instead of the web servers compression
C. Add a new dispatcher farm to assist with the clients marketing pages
D. Modify the dispatcher.any files section to ignore campaign-based URL parameters

Answer: B

Question: 56
The home page of an ecommerce site displays properly on the Author instance. The same page on the Publish instance is
rendered with missing styles and fonts. It is confirmed that all necessary components, templates, client libraries, and user
permissions have been replicated.
What should the Architect do to resolve the issue?
A. Use dependencies property
B. Use categories property
C. Use allowProxy property
D. Use embed property

Answer: A

Question: 57
A customer needs to update metadata for thousands of assets in AEM.
Which capability should be used?
A. Sling JCR APIs
B. Update Asset workflow
C. Import a CSV file
D. WebDav

Answer: C
Reference: https://www.adobe.com/content/dam/www/us/en/marketing/experience-manager-sites/pdfs/aem-assets-tipstricks-sheet.pdf
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